Truth and Reconciliation:
The Legacy of Residential Schools in
E
Canada
LeMay Media & Consulting/McIntyre
Media, 2016. DVD 30 min. Gr. 9-12. $119.00
Of all the
documentaries
released by
McIntyre this
year on the topic
of Truth and
Reconciliation,
this is the one to
see. Awardwinning Métis
writer and director Matt LeMay’s passion
shines through
even as he steps
back and lets his film speak for itself. The
documentary features original interviews with
contemporary advocates for reconciliation,

including Former Assembly of First Nations
Chiefs Shawn A-in-Chut Atleo and Phil
Fontaine, Truth and Reconciliation Commissionaire Dr. Marie Wilson, Former Executive
Director of the Aboriginal Healing Foundation
Mike Degagne and residential school survivor,
Martha Marsden. These interviews bring to
light the lasting impact of residential schools on
Indigenous communities and Canada as a
whole, and the film is clear in highlighting the
role of non-Indigenous actors in this story. Phil
Fontaine asserts: “It isn’t just an experience or
a history of our community. It’s Canada’s experience. It’s Canada’s history.”
Combining contemporary and historical images and videos including a 1955 residential
school promotional film, LeMay emphasizes
that nothing occurs in a vacuum and that the
country’s past actions have had serious reverberations. He draws a path from the experiences
of Indigenous children in residential schools, to
the many Indigenous children relying on child
welfare services today and the numerous missing and murdered Indigenous women. Further,

he contextualizes the Canadian government’s
2008 apology for atrocities perpetuated by residential schools, presenting it as the culmination
of hard work on the part of many Indigenous
groups to “dra[g] Canada to the table” and
“not allow for this legacy to go unconfronted.”
As Shawn A-in-Chut Atleo highlights in the
film, residential schools are “casting a dark
shadow, a long shadow across the entire country, one that requires in that case for light to be
shone.” The recommendations by the Truth and
Reconciliation commission emphasize the important role education can play in shining that
light. Lemay’s documentary can go a long way
in helping students understand that the history
of residential schools cannot be relegated to the
past.
Thematic Links: Canada; Canadian & World
Studies; Indigenous Peoples; Residential
Schools; Truth and Reconciliation
Natalie Colaiacovo

Professional Resources
TROTTIER, Pat
Relationships Make the Difference:
Connect With Your Students and
Help Them Build Social, Emotional
and Academic Skills
Pembroke Publishers, 2016. 95p. 978-155138-314-9. Pbk. $21.95

E

Relationships
Make the Difference is a book
about one of the
fundamentals of
the teaching profession - building
relationships
with students. Pat
Trottier has been
involved in education in Winnipeg, Manitoba
for more than
thirty years across the spectrum of instruction
as a teacher, resource specialist, administrator
and instructor of teaching candidates. Her
teaching experiences taught her that, “When
students knew that I cared and was listening
and trying to understand what was important
to them, they would put extra effort into their
work.” (p. 5) She advocates building trusting
relationships with students, parents, and staff
members in order to “support your students in
further developing the social, emotional and
academic skills essential to standing tall, being proud of ourselves and positively connectVolume 22, Number 4

ing and including others in our lives.” (p.9)
This teacher resource is divided into seven
chapters: The Other R in Education, Building a
Relationship with Your Students, The Classroom Community, The Responsive Classroom,
Taking Relationships Home, The Teaching
Community and Working Together as a Learning Community. The first two chapters explain
the importance of building relationships with
students, parents and colleagues, as well as establishing routines in the classroom to promote
relationships. The next two chapters outline
practical strategies to build community. “The
Classroom Community” describes how modeling inclusion through words and actions fosters
independent learners by promoting values of
respect, empathy, fairness, self-control, tolerance and conscience. “The Responsive Classroom” explains interactive strategies such as
social stories, the morning meeting, community
involvement and cross-curricular learning. The
final three chapters discuss the importance of
parental and teaching relationships to promote
learning, as well as describing a school-wide
project on Aboriginal Perspectives.
Throughout this resource, there are numerous
useful ideas for classroom teachers. Trottier
stresses a focus on active learning and academic
success, as well as the social and emotional
growth of students in a supportive school community. There are descriptions of specific activities as well as blackline masters to support
these activities. This book provides a useful
resource for both new and experienced teachers
who want to improve the learning environment

and learning outcomes for their students. Pat
Trottier urges teachers to focus in on relationships because, “We must build the supports
around students so they can learn to effectively
communicate and work with their peers.” (p.
6)
Thematic Links: Relationships; Classroom
Management; Community Building; Empathy;
Values; Parental Involvement
Myra Junyk

(cont’d from p. 8)
“drippity –drip” of ice melting, or the
“slippity-slip” of his friend slipping on his
skis. The repetition of the many sounds enliven the rhythmic story.
The winter pictures capture the pristine
whiteness of winter in the mountains around
Vancouver. There is gentle humour. It is an
excellent way to introduce a young child to a
seasonal book on winter in a whimsical and
uncomplicated way.
Thematic Links: Winter; Skiing; Families;
Vancouver
Isobel Lang
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